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ACCELERATED FREE FLIGHT.

HORIZONTAL
m.

SUMMARY.

This report is the third 1 and tlnaI part of the inwstkation on the distribution of rmxsure.
over the ho~zontal taiI surfaces of an aifilane, conducted ~y the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautic at the LangIey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. This part deals with the
distribution of pressure during amelerated +iight of the fulhzed airplane, for the purpose of
determining the ma=guitude of the tail and fuselage stresses in stunting.

As the pressures to be measured in accelerated flight chmge in value with great rapidity,
it was found that the liquid manometer used in the first part of this investigation would not be
at all suit abIe under these conditions; so it was necessary to design and construct a riew manomet-
er cent ainiig a large number of reccydingj diaphra=- gauges for these mea surements. Sity
openings cm the tail surfaces were connected to this manometer and continuous records of
pressures for each pair of hoks were taken dur~~.various maneuvers. There were ako recorded,
simultaneously with the pressures, the normal accdaration at the cent= of gravity and the
angular position of ~ the cantrols.

This invwtigation showed the follo”&i.ngresults:
L In contradiction to previous beliefs there did not occur in any maneuver on this machine

large down loads on the horizontal tail surfaces.
2. In no maneuver was there any down load on the tail plane. The greatest down load

on the elevator alone was 3.7 pounds per square foot, which occurred when pulling suddenly
out of a dive.

3. The greatest average uyIoad on the horizontal tail surfaces occurred in a tail spin and
amounted ta 6.6 pounds per square foot.

4. When pulliig suddenIy out of a dive at 80 miles per hour the nornd acderation at the
center of gravity was 3.25 g. and the m=irnum av~we tail load (upward) amounted to 5.6
pounds per square foot.

5. When pulling out of a dive the maximum tail load was nearly proportional to the m&-
mum loading on the wings. *

6. When pulling as sudderdy as possible out of a dive at 80 miles per hour the normal acceler-
at.ion and the tail load reached their maximum 0.7 second after the stick had reached its most
rearward position.

7. In_no maneuver was there any appreciable torque about the X axis of the tail plane.
8. 11 the normal moderation, the radius of gyration, the position of the canter of gravity,

the cxmter of pressure on the wings and the approximate anggar accderation is Imown the tail
load can be computed for any maneuver.

9. ‘The most important faoor in determining the magnitude md ~tion of the horizontal _
tail Ioad for any maneuver is the position of the center of gravity.
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INTRODUCTION.

.

FOR AERONAUTIC!%,

IMPORTANCEOF‘lTIEPROBLEM.

The study of the tail load in accelerated flight has been considered of great imporhmce,
first because there has been no experimental data of any kind upon which the designer could
base the strength of the fuselage and tail surfaces, and secondly because it has been beiicved
that the loads experienced by the tail surfaces and fuselage in accelerated flight wmdd far exceed
those occur~~ under any other coridition.

PREVIOUSWORK. ‘.

There has apparently been no experimental work carried out previously on the study- of
tail loads in accelerated flight. Reference to some theoretical work on the subject is given
below:

.Ipplied Aerodynamics-Thompson, page 263.

.AirplRne S-&mture6-Pippard and Pritchard, pnge 54.
Possible Stresses in an _&eroplane in ~light-British R, & 11, No. 219,
Structural Analysis and Design of ~irplanes-Engineering Division, TJ.S. Air Seivicc.
Fuselage Stress lmalysis-N. A. C?.A. Report No, 76.
(h the Possible LoadiM of the WinES and Body of an Airrhne in l?light-Britisl].

R. & ~f. No, 490. -

. z... ~—. . . .. ———-. —— -- .- —-
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FIG, 2.-Top view ofmaoometer with llho drum remov@.

THESCOPEOFTHEPRESENT_TEST.
0

The present investigation consisted in measuring on a standard rigged JN4h airplane the
distribution of pressure over the whole of the horizontal tail surfaces while the machine was being
put through maneuvers as violently as it was thought safe, including spinning and pulling out of
dives.
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APPARATUS.

As the instruments used in this investigation are of a rather novel e.haracter, and of possible
usefulness in other work, it is thought that a full description of them will be of intmest.
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bmL’rIPLs MANOMETEIL

The problem of desigg a suitable manometer for this work was not a simple one, for there
was no standard type that could be modified to & the conditions. It was necesmry to have an
instrument capable of recording 30 sets of pressures cent.inuousIy for 30 seconds, and yet be “
compact enough to go inside an airplane fuselage. The natural period of the gauges had to be
high and there couId not be any flow through the connecting tuba.. with changes in pressure.
Finally, the readings. must be independent of acceleration and the calibration must not be
a.llected by the vibration of the airplane. These conditions have resuhed in the f@Iowing
instrument.

As shown in figures 1 and 2, the separate pressure capsules are arranged around the outside
of a cyli.ndricaI aluminum caet&” in. three rows of 10. There is located at the center of the bet-
tom of the case an electric bulb with a straight veqtictd filament. This bulb is inclosed in a
ohamber ~aving a hotintal annular slit O.CKMinch in width, so that a horizontal sheet of light
is spread out in d directions. This light is intercepted when it reaches the inside of the case

by 10 long prisms, which send it diredy upward to 30 SIIMII prisms, which in turn transmit
the light through a lem to tie *or on each pressure capsule. The beam of light i: refkcted
back ‘bough the same lens, which focuses it sharply on the film.
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FIG. 4. —Fr0rLtand= views —

This illm has a width of 4A inches and is wound on a drum 6 inches in diameter. The .
film drum is mounted in a light-t&ht cage which can be lowered inside of the instrument between
the rows of prisms and the driving mechanism. A rotary shutter opens 30 fits for the entrance
of the light beam titer the iilm drum is in place-

The film hum is turned through one-tenth of a revolution by a constantipeed ekotric
motor driving through a doubl~worm reduction gear. The electric motor, ~own in figure 3,
is the type used in all of the If. A. C. A. recording instruments. It is controhcl by a centzifngal
governor with electrical contacts which cut in and out a resistance. The speed remains cxm-
stant within 1 per cent for ecmsiderable changes of either voltage or Ioad.

One of the pressure capsules is shown in @re 4. It comists of a brass case divided into
two chambm by a hard brass diaphragg with a connection for pressure @ either part. The
movement of the diaphragm rotat~ a small plain mirror which is mounted on pivots in much
the same manner as in the IY. A. C. A. recurding air-speed meter.a The diaphragm is heated
t.a a higher temperature than the case just before it is clamped inta place, so that on cooling
it w31 be tightly stretched; otherwise it has two points of equilibrium which gives an unstable
calibration curve. k the center of the front of the capsule there is cemented a small plane

zN.A.O.A.~Air Speed?&tw,T~Note h-0.64.
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convex lens, through which the light beam is transmittal. The moving system of the capsuIe
is sticiently light and well balanced to prevent any acceleration from affecting tho prc,ssure
readings. The sensitivity of the capsules was so adjusted that they all gave 0.02 inch deflec-
tion on the film for 1 pound per square foot change in pressure. I?or the range of pressures
used the deflection was proportional to the pressures and the effect of hystcrmia was quite
negligible.

One of the extra capsules was connected to a Nf&k Iv Pitot head on the right-hand inner
strut. On the corresponding left-hand strut was a similar head connected to an Ogilvie air-
speed meter in the forward cockpit. This latter instrument was carefully calibrrited orer the
speed course and used as a refer&e for calibrating the air-speed capsule ‘during the tests.
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FrG.5.-Location of the prawre hola on the 18il mrface

THE TAIL SORFACE.

—

The tail surface used was of the standard JN4h type with a distribution of holes w shown
in figure 5. It might be thought th~t the 26 holes u&d would be insufilcient to determine the
distribution of pressure accurahdy, but when it is mnsidered that the previous tests in stmuly
flight have given us the manner of distribution it is evident that sufl’lcient accunwy can be
obtained from this arrangements The ..first method tried for putting holes b the surfaco of
the tail is shown in figure 6 gnd consists in solderi& the connecting nipple to a very thin sheet
of brass which is cementad with dope between a strip of fabric and the outer covering of the -
tail, after which the. outer fabric is perforated above the hole. This method at first seemed .
very satisfactory, but iti was found that after flying for some time the fabric loosened up
around the holes and in some casea there was considerable le~kage between the hole and the
interior of the tail. The method was then changed to that shown in figure 7, which proved k
be entirely satisfactory. Great care was taken to be sure that none of the tubes were obstructed
and that there was no leakage around any of the holes. —

$The Drawing af Erperlmentnl CurwA-N. A.C.A.F11o@XlO-M%
.—
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IWoattempt wss made h measure separatiy the pressures on the upper and lower surfaoea
of the tail, but oily the difference between the pressures in cmresptmding holes on upper and
lower surfati was measured by oonnectiag the two holes to the opposite sides of h @Ie dia-
phragm, thus dou@ng the number of readings that cmdd be taken for a given m~nometar and
also co.miderably simplifying the computation of the data.
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Fm. 6.—Fht method of caMmWng tYlapreworaha18s.

I)ue to the weight of the instruments and the rubber tubing in the tail the center of g.ravitY

was abnormfly far backA6.6 per cent of the mean ohord. The piIot, however> did not ~n-
sider that the ma~e f~t UINISU~Y t~ heaw, and =mpt for a at lack of euntroI in
landing the handling was noqgd iR every way. ●
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mm s.akolpadtion ra=rder.

COh~OL POSJTION EEOOEDEE.

It was thought desirable in this investigation tQ reoord simnltmeously with the other
data the position of all three controIs. In order to do this the instrukaent shown in figure 8
was d+ped. A smaU steel wire is run from the control horn h the mall cords wrapped
around three drums inside of the instrument. The drums contain springs to keep the system
always at a given tension. These three drums are mounted on a screw so that their rotation
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produces a small longitudinal motion which is transmitted to three plnin mirrors mounted
behind a large diameter lens. The light from an electric bulb is refleckd from them mirrors
to the USuaJ tvDe of recordhz &m. As the threo fo60rds overlap on a film n distinction is

“.

made between them by rcmol~ing in front of two of the. mirrors a
kinds of dotted lines.

tRm5=--
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FIG. 9.—N. A. C. A. WCd=OmetM.

ACCELEROMES’ER.

‘l’he accelerometer used in this testis an improved model of the oriiinal ~. .4. C!.~. accelcr-
ometar described in Eeport No. 100. The new instrument, figure 9, differs from bhe old in that

it is driven by a constantipeed electric motor Ud USm oil damping ra~er than electromagnetic
damping. These changes aLlow a much more compact and convenient instrument.

L

-- . ..—. .. . . --- --

Fm. 1O.–N. A. C. A. rmsulruVE4WUYrwordar.

RECORDING GYROSCOPE.

As it was thought that records of the angular veIocity of the airplane during the various
maneuvers would be interesting, the instrument shown in figure 10 was designed. It consists
essentially of an electrically ch%en gyroscope mounted on pivots and restrained from rotation
about these pivots by heavy springs. Any angular v+ocity.at right angles to the nxis of these
pivots will tend to produce a precessional force which M recorded by a small mirror rotated by

—

the movement of the gyroscope case. A cm.npleh description of this instrument will bo given
in a subsequent report.
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INs’rAu&rroN.

The multiple manoraet.ar was pIaced on a shelf in the rear cockpit immediately ahead of
the observer. The instrument was mounted on a sheet of sponge rubber ta prevent the maohine
vibrations from reaohi ~ it. The control position recurder vms pkwed on the face of the rear
instrument board so L .at its drum could be easily changed. The installation of these two
instruments is showm in @ure 11.

The accelerometer odd not be conveniently looated at the center of gravity, so it was
plaoed on the floor of the machine about 15 inch= directly below this point. The mounting
consisted of a heavy block of sponge rnbbbr, to which the instrument was held by means of
shock-absorber strands.

Fm. m-me imt.dstkm of h Iwaom.ew and control podtion IEawrder.

sY-LwEao.MzATIoNOFINSTRUMENT=

The driving motors and the eIecAric bulbs for alI three instruments, the mutliple manometer,
the control position recorder, and the accelerometer ware connected t- one awitih, m that all
the pilot had to do before commencing a mmuver was to close a switi leave it on for the
required period, and then open it. h the driving motom would run for a short time after the
switch was turned off, there was kft on the record a small spaoe that served ta divide the various
runs. There was also connected in the oirouit a pilot lamp in front of the observer, so that by
means of a stop watch he cmdd get the exact time during which the records were taken. As
the drums were rotated at uniform speed and the duration of eaoh record was Imown, it was a
simple matter ta divide them up inta intervals of a second. Since these trots have been mm-
pleted, a more convenient and accurate method than this has been devised, which oonsists of
am sIectric chronograph whioh ilhmina * a small Iamp in the case of each instrument every
three seconds, thereby producing a sharp bIack Iine across every reoord at even intervals.

Due to the crowded oondition of the airphme, it was inconvenient ta plaoe the recmding
gyrosmpe h the cockpit at the same time as the other instruments, so that recurds on this
instrument were taken in separate maneuvers. The records from this instrument, therefore,
me not strictly oomparabIe with the others, although oars was taken to repeat the maneuvers
as nearly as possible.

CALISZATIONOFm~

Immediately before eaoh tlight a zero mark was placd on each record by holding all of
the oontroIs in neutraI and closing the switch for m instant. After the machine was in the air
it was flown steadily at two or three different speeds by the Ogilvie gauge snd the switch closed
eaoh time for an instant to obtain oslibration points for the air-speed metar capsule.

The acderometer wss calibrated in the usual way by turning it on its side and on its back
to obtain values of O and Q, respeotidy. ..
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The multiple manometer was calibrated in the laboratory by connect~~ all of tho prmsure
capsules to a chamber in which the pressure could be varied. A film was the-n put in tho inet.ru-
ment and a short record made at a number of positive and negat.ivo pressures as mcasurwi with
a water column. The deflectio~ on the film were then measured and as “t of crdibrat ion curves
was plottod. It was found that if the capsules were divided up into two roups their deflections
could be measured with suf%cient accuracy by using two calibration curves, one for each group.
After the teats .OUthe airplane had been completed, the manometer was recalibrated in tho samo
way and it was found that there was no appreciable tkriation h the calibration curve.

All tests were made at-such an altitude that the air density was 0.9, but no density corrcc- .
tions were made to the pressures or to the air speed.

SCOPE OF THE TESTS

As the chief reason fm carrying out this work was to fid the mrmimum load that would
occur on the tail surfaces, the machine was put t@gh su@ maneuvers as were thought to
produce the greatest loads, while at the same timq -not endtmgering the pilot and observer.
The maneuvers selected were the following:

1. The machine was dived at a speed of 80 ruilea per hour with the motor throWed to
about 600 revolutions per minute, and then the stick was pulled clear back as suddenly as pos-
sible. When the machine reached a little more thari q vertic~ position the rudder was kicked
over and the mtihine rolled out.

2. The machine was dived as befora at 80 mi@ an hour and tho stick was pulled buck
slowly to ite fullest extent and held there. until tie. machine. was ~onsiderab]y over tho vertical
and then it was rolled out as before. —..

3. The machine was palled up sIowIy and at the same time banked in to a sharp left turn
from an 80 mihx per hour dive with throttled motor.

4. The machine was put into rather a fast right spin in the usual manner, and held there
for three turns. The motor was throttled.

Trouble w& experienced in the sharp pd.1 up becaus~ of the motor cutting out, duo prob- -
ably to a sticking of the carburetor ffoat. Aa in the first part of thk investigation, tdl the tests
were carried out at such an altitude that the density was nine-tenths of standard,

METHODSOF PLOITING.

The records obtained from the multiple manorgter were divided by fmo lines into inlcr-
vals of a second and the deflection of the light beam..was read off as it crossed each second in-
terval. These deflections were then multiplied by the calibration constant to give the prcasurcs
in inches of water. The values thus obtained were ,@m plotted along each row of holcs on the
tail in exactly the same mmner as was done in Report No. 118. The areas under thcae cqrvcs
were then plotted along an axis pmdIel ta the air flow, and the area and center of gravity of
this second area gave the total load and the center of pressure on the complcto tail phm. The
pressures are all given as perpendicular to their respective surfacc~ and no resolution was made
for the angle of the elevator. This was not done, .&t, becayse the correction even with large
elevator angles is not great, and, secondly, because the load on the elevator was at all times
small, so that the resultant correction on the load of the whole tail plane would be within tho
experimental errors of the results. The angIe of the elevator is given, however, for every con-
dition, so that the resolution can be made at smy time.

The total load on the elevator and tail plane-have also been plotted against a time scalo
with the curves of control position, air speed, and acceleration for each maneuver.

PRECISION.

PRESSUREREADINGSTHROUGHSMALLTUEES.

The difhculties of accurabsly reading a givm pressure through a considerable length of
..

small tube during accelerated flight are far greater ~qn for the same readings in uniform fligh~.
For these reasons it was thought desirable to make a very complete study of the erio-m occur-
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ring under the conditions encountered in tiolant maneuv@ng. The errors encountered maybe
divided logic~y inta two parts-the firsii, errors m time, and the second, errors in the due
of the pmsure readings.

In order to determine the time lag in transmitting a fluctuating prasmme through various
lengt& and diameters of small tubes the apparatus shown in figure 12 was employed. A small
plunger oqting in a cylindar at the rate cd about 30 complete vibrations per second transmits
pulsations in pressure ta twosimilary ressyre cgx@es, identic~ with t&ose used on the multiple
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l?m lZ.-Appsratus fornwsnrfngpfs5urelagtmsLrldltub95.

manometer. One capsule is ccmnected by a short tube and the other capsule is conneckd by
tub= of VMiOUSIengths and sizes. A beam of light reflected from the mirrors of three two
capsuIM is focused by a lens upon a strip of moving &n, thus producing two sine curves, as
shown in figure 13. If the prwur= transmitted to the two capsules were carried through

-. . ..*—

tubes of the same Iangth and diameter, the two curves on the ti wouId obviousIy be in the
same phase. If one tube, however, is longer than the other, the curve fivm that capsule would
kg SlightIy bahind the curve from the standard capsule, snd this Iag is a me-e of the time
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taken for the pressure impdse to travel through a Iength of pipe equal to the difference k lengths
between the two coimecting tubw.

— —

The results’ showed that the .Iag in time was a lineal fun$tion of the length of tub=, so
that the lag for various diameters of tubes ie shown in figure 14 plotted in seconds per foot

—.

of Iength against the tube diameter. Each point is the average of a number-of readings on
tubes of differmt Iengt&s. This curve shmys two facts clemly-tit, that the time lag is quite

—

negligible in airplane work; and second, that the Isg per unit Iength is inv&seIy proportional
to the dimneter of the tube.

:-=
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For measuring the error in the magnitude of the pressure readings through tubes Lhe
apparatus shown in figure 15 was set up. This consisted of a large reservoir, in the face of
which was set one of the pressure capsules with a special back so that the diaphragm was in
direct cmmmmication with the chamber. A second capsule was connected to the chamber
by various lengths and sizes of rubber tubing. The pressure in the chamber was steadily
incre~ed from atmospheric up to 13 inches of water in a time of about 1.5 seconds, which

Fm. 16.–Remrd @km wfth the apparatus shown In Figure 15.

was as severe a condition as would probably happen in the full-sized airplane. --‘l’he deflec-
tions from both capsules were recorded on a single film as shown in figure 16. Inta%ls were
marked on the film every 0.1 of a second from the beginning of the pressure change, and the
deflections of the respective curves were measured at these intervaIs. The difference between
the deflections, after each was muhiplied by its proper calibration correction, was the error
due to the connecting tube. It was thought that the results could be most clearly represented
by plotting this difference as a percentage of the maximum pressure, and this has been done
for four sizes of tubes in figures 17 and 18.

Them seconds

Fm. I?.—Errors In rmswrdngs prassmw ch.mga through
tuba, +# in dlameteq and of varioualangths.

Tmeb%seconds

Fret.I&-Errors in maaaudng a prasmra ohmge through tubas.

It will be observed that in the hrger tubes a marked oscillation of the pressure occurs.

In the five-sixtaentbs-inch tube the period of this oscillation is given by P =9+0, where P is in
.

seconds and L is in feet, In the smaller tubes the damping is so great that the oscillations are
not clearly evident. The results of these curves are probably good to 1 per cent, but the curves
are not more consistent because of a alight but rather high period oscillation occurring in the
reservoir itself, which gives considerable irregiltity to the observed points. The results are
replotted in figure 19 to show the maximum error which would OCC~ for different Iengtha and
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diameters of tube used on the pressure oapsule.
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It @l be obsarmd that with a pressure rise
of 13 inohes of water in 1.5 &n& and &id a captiity of the prwnwe oapsde of 2.17 cubic
centimeters a tube length of 8 feet wiU give the minimum error which for all sizes of tubwi above
one-eighth-inch dkueter will be 1sss than I per cent. For a tube length of 15 feet this error
will not rise above z per cent. In tubes shorter thrm 8 feet the pressure reading is too h&h,
due to the inertia effect of the air, and this error ia a maximum with a tube length of 4 feet.

It ia probable that by using a capsule of a differ~t vohrne the tube length cmresponding
to minimum error can be varied. In our tests on the taiI phme the tubes used were three-
sixteenths inch in diameter end averaged 16 feet in length, so that the error due to transmksion
of pressure probably did not axoeed 1 per mnt of the maximum pressure.

There is another error which may come in when using tubes under accelerated conditions,
and that is the foroes on the c&mu of air in the tube. For exmnple, if we have a tube 10 fea~
in length which hsa acting along its ti an woeletratiort of 3 g the resultant wror in pressure
will be over 0.4 of m inch of water. In the present iuv~tigation this error hm-been entirely
neutmdized by running alI of the tubes in paim to opposite points on the tail surface, so that aD
acaderation aoting on one tube will exactly neutdize. its eflect in the other.
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The errors in the capsuIe due to friction, calibration, or hysteresis were less than defle
tion of 0.01 inoh on the ti, corresponding to a pressure of 0-5 pound per aqrmre foot,
which is the precision aimed for throughout. —

ERRORS m PLoTJ!ING - COJMPGTAITON.
.

The errors in plotting the rawlta are somewhat greater than thoaa for the cmditions of
steady flight beoauae of the fewer number of points.

~
The errors due to thie cause, however,

should not be greater than 2 pounds on the total Ioad. tidwing all of the eITOm, the tit~
—

load on the tail plane should be determined in all csses to better than 10 pounds, and in most
cases to 5 pounds.

PBE4XSION OF TEE OTEES lNS~

The accelerometer, due to its position below tbe center of gravity, reads high under some -
oonditione.’ No correction was made as extreme ammraoy in measuring the aczeIeration was
not desired- The values given may be considered oorreot to 0.1 g.

The posit.ions of the oontrols are reoorded with a precision of 0.5 degree.
..=—.-. ----

<AaM131’oDEte.tDd&u-Bmd ~o-.lw-
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The air speed is reduced to standard density and in steady flight is correct to 2 miles per
hour, but, as the air-speed head was not swiveIing and as the air flow about the wings was
uncertain, the air speed in accelerated flight can not be depended upon very closely. For angles
of pitch up to 40° the air-speed head has a maximum error of 7 per cent (reads high). This
error is probably neutralized to some extent by the banking up of the air around tho planes at
high angka of attack. me connecting tube used was the same size and approximately the same
length as that used for the other pressure capsules, so that the air speed should synchronize
with the pressure readings closely.

GENERALDISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

RAPID FLATTENING OUT FROM A DIVE.

For this case the loads over the entire tail surfam for each interval of time are shown in figure
20. The pressures are plotted in exactly the same way and to the same scale as in Report No.
118, but the number of points at which the pressure has been measured is in this case rcducod.
It will be noticed that at the beginnigg of the records the results check fairly well with Cam I
of Report No. 118 and the slight discrepancies can be accounted for by the fact that the condi-
tions are not quite steady and that the cenmr of gravity is farther. back on this test.

It is evident from these @ures that the load at all times is far more symmetrical on the two
halves of the tail than it is in steady flight with the motor at-full throttle. At the same time,
however, it would be quite unsafe to predict the tatal load on the tail surface frmn readings
taken only on one side. High peaks of pressure at the outer edgas of the t~il surfaco are evident,
as in the cases or staady flight. It wilI be noticed that beyond the seventh second the load on
the left-hand side of the elevator is considerably increased due to the left rudder.

In figure 21 there are plotted curves of tail-surface load aIong the chord, and these curves are
comparable with those shown in Report INo. 118. Up to a time of two and one-half seconds
the loading over the tail surface is approximately normal, but at this tinm the load all over the
elevator and on the rear half of the tail plane is strongly negative, which is caused by the fact
that the elevator at this point has been suddenly pulled up to its fullest extant. The moment
about the leading edge of the tafi plane is rather great at this point-3oo foo~pounds. At the
third second the down load on the elevator is quite small and the up load on tho tail plane has
increased, due to the fad that the airphne at this time has started to rotab, thus changing the
angle of attack of the tafl surface. At three and one-half seconds the up load on the tail plane
is very great, but for some unaccountable reason the down load on the rear of the elevator is
somewhat increased over the preceding time interval. “The tail surface at We time is strongly
resisting the stabg moment produced by the wings. After the fourth second the loads on the
tail surface become quite normal.

The complete behavior of the airplane while it is being puIled rapidly out of a dive can per-
haps be most clearly indicated by referring ta figure 22 where there are plotted the following
synchronized curves :

1. The air speed of the airplane along #o X axis.
2. The normal acceleration at the center of gravity.
3. The angular position of the elevator. ~
4. The angular position of the ailerons.
5. The angular position of the rudder.
6. The load per square foot on the tail plane.
7. The load per square foot on the elevator.
8. The load per square foot on the total tail surface.
9. The position of the center of prmure of the whole tail surface,

Referring to the elevator position curve, it will be seen that the elevator is moved around
irregularly in order to gain the correct speed until a time of 2.2 seconds, when tho elevator is
pulled back suddenly to its fullest extent in 0.6 second. This position of the elevator is main-
tained until about the seventh second, when it is pushed gradually forward.
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The acderation curve starts in at about 0.8 g and rises slowly h about 0.9 g at the second
second while the machine ia being nosed down to gain velocity. At 2.2 seconds, exactly the time
at which the elevator is started to be pulIed back, the acceleration rises rather rapidly until it
reaches a mtium of 3.25 g. at 3.4 seconds, -ivhiih is 0.6 second Iata ti when tie elevatir
reachea ita maximum position. From this maximum the acceleration falls very rapidly to a
minimum of&3 at the seventh second, and after this it risw mom slowIy to the end of the record.

The air speed shows a gradual increase up ta 3.2 seconds, when it falls rather sharply to a
minimum of 25 miles an hour at 6 seoonds It will be seen that the air apeed lags behind the

““ttt-

s

Ki7e h seab=ds

FM. Zz—sddm fiatklfng out of?.cum.

movement of the elevator by approximately 1 second, due to the inertia of the machine. It
should be remembered that the air epeed = recorded here ie only approximate, as there is no
way of actually calibrating an air+peed meter under conditions of accelerated fiighk

Referring b tb load on the elevator, it will be seen that it is slightly irregular but nemly
constant in value up ta a time of 2.2 seconds, which is the time at which the eIev-ator begins
t.a move upward. After h the load on the elevator falla rapidly to a minimum of –3.7
pounds per square foot at 2.6 seconds. It tibm rises h – 0.5 potid per square foot at 3 seconds,
then oscillates between O and 1 pound, finally increasing to 1.3 pounds per aqume foot at 10
seconds. The most interesting fact shown by this curve ia that the mtium Ioad on the
eIevatm comes before the elevator is ptied completely back.
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,~e Ioad on the tail phne is nesrly constant untd 2.6 seconds, when it rises very rapidly
to a msximum at 9.9 pounds per wpmre foot; then it falls more sIowly at the the seventh second,
and after this skndy rises.

The load on the whole tail surface, which is nearly a metm of the two precdng curves,
stds ‘to fall rapidly at 2.2 seconds, reaching a minimum of – 1.6 pounds per square foot at 2.6
seconds, then rises rapidly to a maximum of 5.6 pounds per square foot att 3.5, then fsb more
slowly to 0.8 pound per square foot at the seventh second, and afterwards slcmdy riws. The
most significant fact about h td load is that except for the brief down load ss the stick is
pulIed back, the load curve folIowa v~ closdy the curve .of nofiaI ‘ikceleration. The reason
for this dl be more fully discused later in the report.
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The center of pressure travel is quite irregukl moving off the hailing edge at 2.4 seconds.
At the time of maximum load the canter of pressure position is 20 per cent back of the leading

. .
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-- —..

edge.
SLow FLATlmuN QOUI! OF AD= .

The curves of pressure over the whole tail surface are not reproduced for his case, M ihey

show nothing of interwt. The cmrws of pressure plotted along the chord are shown in figure 23.
It will be seen tit the load is rathar irregular and positive during the &t and semnd seconds
m the machine is nosed down to correct a slight bump in the air. At the third secondz how-
ever, the pressure begins to increase at the nose and decrease at the elevator, and at the fourth
secund the up load at the nose becomes v&y high. There is a considerable amount of down
load at the l@e and a rather peouIiar region of up load at the traiI@ edge of the elevakw.
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At the ~th second the distribution of pressure remains practically the same, but at the sixth
second the load on the tail plane is conaiderably reduced and after this time the loading is quite
normal everywhere.

In figure 24 there are shown the complete performance curves of the airplane for this case.
The elevator is moved slightly forward from zero to the first second and is there pulkd slowly
back, reaohing a maximum at the fourth second. It is held here until the ninth second and then
moved slowly forward. The air speed grachdy decreases from 75 t.a 70 miles rm hour at tho
fourth second, then quite rapidly to 22 miles per hour at the seventh second. The ucccleration
reaches a maximum of about 2.1 g at the same time that the stick reaches its most rearward
position, and the peak is much-broader than for the quick pulling out of a dive,

The tail-plane load decreases with acceleration to nearly zero at the second second and then
rises rather sharply to a maximum of 7 pounds per square foot at 44 seconds, after which it
falls to a normal value. The elevator load decreases slowly to a minimum at 34 seconds md their
ranges about zero for the rest of the run. The load on the whole tail plane reaches a maximum
of 4.2 pounds per square foot at the same time that the acceleration is a maximum and then
falls off rather rapidly to a norrmd value. It should be noted that in this case the load on the
tail plane is never negative. .

SLOW FLATTENING OUT OF A DIVE AND TU~N.

Aa this maneuver was so similar to the last, ody the complete pcrfmmance curves are given
in figure 25. The curves are very similar to those of the last case, with tho exception that the
loads are slightly smaller. The center of pressure remains about 25 per ccmt back on tho chord
most of the time. The results ahow that banking into a turn at the same time as flattening out
of a dive imposes no greater stress upon the machine than simply flattening out at tho same
speed.

T~ SPIN.

In figure 26 arci-&own some of the pressure cLyrves on the td plane during this maneuver.
The most interesting thing shown by these curves is the marked unsymmetrical loading which
occurs on the elevator, due to the effect of the h and rudder. k figure 27 are plottcd the
corresponding curves for the integrated load along the chord. Throughout the spin itself there
is a high peak of pressure near the leading edge and a smaller region of up load at the hinge, but
the load at the trailing edge of tie eIevator is very eD@.

In figure 28 are plotted the complete performance curves for this maneuver. Tho record
begins juet as the rudder and aileron are thrown over, but before the machine has responded to
them. The air speed at the start is 39 miles per hour and does not begin i%increase for 3 seconds
because of the shggiah action of the controls under &ese conditions. The air speed increases
from the third to the seventh second rather slowly to 80 miles an hour, which is maint.aincd
throughout the spin. In pulling out after the spin, however, the speed increases to a maximum
of 100 miles per hour.

The acceleration increases with the air speed and remains nearly constant during the spin at
2,5 g except for a slight oscillation which is evident in all tail spins with this typo of machine,
As the stick is nosed forward at the thirteenth second ta bring the machine out of the spin the
acceleration drops considerably, but increawa again to a maximum of 3 g. as the machino is
flattened out from the resulting dive. The contiol positions are all nearly constant throughout
the maneuver; that is, the stiok is pulled back, and the aileron and rudder are both held to the
right. Coming out of the spin the stick is pushed forward, the rudder centralized, and the
aileron reversed, then all controls are brought back to neutral.

The load on the tail plane starts to increase at about the fourth second to a maximum of 7
pounds per square foot during the spin. The elevator load, however, increases very slowly
during the maneuver, reaching the high value ‘of 3.1 pounds per square foot as the maohino is
pulled out of the dive at the end of the maneuver, The total load on the tail surfaco increases
to about 4 pounds per square foot during the spin itself, but when flattening out of the dive at _

●
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the end reack the high value of 6.6 pounds per square foot, corresponding in time to the
maximum acceleration.

The resulte from this case show that the loading in the spin itself is not so great ae in flatten-
@g out quickly from an 80 mile m hour dive, but that in recovering tiom the spin the tail load
may reach a value somewhat higher than from the former Casej although this load ia entirdy
de~dent on the way the piIofi handles the controls.

Pm !a-’rail spin

STRESSES DUE TO TA.U-PIANE LCMD.

PRMIENT METHOD OF COMPUTING TAIL-PIANS LOAD.
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It has been ‘&u+y ~ed hitherto that the hotiontal tad surfaces received the greatest
load when flattming out of a dive and that this load acted downward. The method of cam-
put~~ this Ioad consieted in assuming that the tail surface reaches its maximum lift coticient
at the time the machine was traveling at its diving speed. The cunoltio~ reached* b
method of computing the taiI Ioad show that the Ioading amounts to as much as 40 to 50 pounds
per square foot when flattening out of a steep dive.

For example, let us sssmne that at a given instant the elevator is pulled back 20° and the
airplane is diving at 80 miles per hour. Referring ta tie modcil tests in II. A. C. A. Report
No. 119 we fid that the average down loading under these conditions would be 5 pounds per
square foot, whereas the actual loading found in this test wae ody 1.4 pounds per square foot.

~a

.
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On- this assumption designers have constructed the fudage and tail surfaces of sufficient
strength to withstand the down load as computed from model tests. Some results are given
below on the strength of tail surfaces from sand-load tests on a few well-known airplanes.s

d’=?: ~ ‘- :“
--jVoughtVE-7. . . . . . . . . ..-..l 40

,
40

ThomaaMorseMB+l ... . . . . 79
JN4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ ;: E
Fokker D-7... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46

l“. . . .. -, - -.

A MORE EXACT METHOD OF COMPUTING TAIL SURFACE LOADS.

.

AS experimental evidence from the present tide shows that the maximum load in flatten-
ing out of a dive is actually in the opposite direction from the load computed by the model test
method, it is evident that an entirely new metiod of computing the load must bo used. In
flattening out of a dive the load on the tail is due primarily to three factors: Fkst, the wing
pitching moment; second, the wing damping moment; and, third, the rotary inertia forces.

Wind tunnel tasts have shown that the second quantjty is small, so tlmt wo mny conGne our
attention to the first and the last. .

}C.G. “

*f-d-
Fm. 29.--FwoM noting on m &plane. Fm. 30.-Oratef ofpresmre tmwf on win~.

In figure 29 is represented the aide view of an airplane with the forces acting upon it. It
is evident from this that the total load on the tail is given by the following equation:

Where m is the mass of the plane in shgs, a the acceleration in feet per second acting normal to
the wings, d the distance in feet between the center of pressure of the wings and the center of
gravity, ~ the distance in feet between the center of gravity and the leading edge of the tail
surface, g the distance in feet from the leading edge of the tail surftice to the center of pressure
of the tail surface, K B the radius of gyration, in feet, and a the angular acceleration in radians

. per second.
In order to try out the validity of this formula there has been computed in the table below

the values of the tail load when flattening suddenly out of an 80 miles per hour dive. The
values of ~he acc&ratione were taken from the first cw.e in this report, and the center of pressure
position from the speed and acceleration as well as from the curves given in Report No. 118
and the results of a model test showp in figure 30. The position of the center of pressure at
high anglm of attack is, of course, only approximate. The angular acceleration unfortunately .
could not be obtained on the same set of records as the other quantities, sc that this was taken
on a separate flight in a similar maneuver, so that its precision is not great, although caro was
taken to synchronize the two records as closely as possible. The radius of gyration of the
machine was found in the usual way by swinging it as a pendulum. The damping moment

*StruetureIAnelysls and D&sIIP of Alrpbnrs. Eng, ‘DIv., U. 8. Afr 6arvfce.
.—
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due to the wings and body was dso computed for a coefhient u = 0.00007’ and is tabulated in
order to-show that the term cen be neglected in the equation.

d

-6.!24
+!J
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—. 69
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-43
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-. 45
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-t49

I I I
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The computed and observed values for this ease of flattening out of a dive are plotted in
figure 31. It wilI be seen thatt the two curv~ show a remarkable similarity in shape, and the
ordy discrepancy is that the observed maximum Ioa@U tom= soonw thrm the computed
bum, due probably to the fact that the two maneuvera from which the data were taken
were not just alike. The cnmputed values, however, come within 2 pounds per square foot of
the observed vahwe at all pointe, and oonsidwing the approximate vahm used in the cmnpu-
tation it seams oertain that the method can be depended upon to give the tail load accurately.

~OF-~OFGEA~ POsPEfONON!l’EE‘PAILLOAD.

It is interesting ta notice the eileot that the position of the center of gravity has upon the
tail 10ML Using the same method of computation as before, the load on the taiI when flattening
suddenly out of an 8%n.ile dive is plotted in @ure 32 for a cent= of gravity ooeffioient at 0.38
and 0.30. As the cmter of gravity is moved farther forward the Ioad on the taiI beoomes more
and more negative, ~ would be expeoted. In ord~ tO Obtb tie *WU ,qtp= on the ~.~
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and fudage the center of gravity position should be so selected that the maximum up loads
and down loads are equal, and this would evidently occur with a center of gravity coefficient
of approximately 0.38, which for various other reasons gives n very dcsirablo position fm the
center of gravity,

BECOMMENDATIONS FOR SANi-LOAD TILSTS.

It is evident from these results that with the. propar selection of the cater of gravity
position a unit loading of 1 pound per square foot on the tail surface is stilciont, which would
metm a maximum strength of 6 or 8 pounds per sqtiare foot on most ak#anm It should be
remembered, however, that some of these figures are considerably exterpolated, although there
is every reasm to believe that they are substantially correct.

In building tail surfaces as lightly as these figqres would indicate, great caro should be
taken, however, to insure proper stiffness, as it seems quite certain that aU tail-surface failurm

/—&-—

~c~
FIG. K3.-ldethod of sand loadlng tell surface.

are due to unstable vibrations set up in the structural members, On the whole, it is fclt that
tail surfaces should stand up to the following sand-load tests:

(1) When the center of gravity coefficient is 0,38, use a unit load of +2 pounds per
square foot.

(2) When the center of gravity is back of 0.38, add +0.1 pound pm squaro foot to
the unit loading of +2 pounds per square foot for each 0.01 increase in tho
coefEcient.

(3) When the center of gravity ~ forward of 0.38, add – 0.1 pound square foo~ t,o tho
unit loading of -.2 pounds square foot for each 0.01 dmrease in t.ho cocdlcicnt.

(4) The Ioad should be distributed along the chord as shown in I?iguro 33. “-
(A positive load is acting upwards as on the wings.)

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.

If further work in carried out to determine the taikqface loads in accelerated flight it
should he along these lines: First, a repetition of the same work done on the JlT4h, on a specially
built plane at a velocity near the terminal diving speed; second, a series of td.s on a single
machine with various positions of the center of gravity; and, third, pressure distribution over
the wings for a more accurate determination of the center of pressure on the wings. The first
test will give loads much greater lhan is possible or safe on the JBT4h, and will bo valuablo as a
check on the general conclusions deduced from the results a“ one machine. ,Tho second t.usL
will be valuable in.finding closely the cent m of gravity position for a minimum tail load and to

.
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oheck up the oono.lusions arrived at in this report. The third test dl make it possible b oal-
culate the taiI loads much more accurately than at present.

As to the instruments, there are no chang~ d&rable except the inclusion of the angular
velooity reoorder with the other instruments. On the whole, the imtruments functioned very
suowssfully. ‘Iliair r&ability is mpeoidly important, as the failure of any one of them invali-
dataa the whole t~t. .-

CONCLUS.IONS.

The rasults of these tests show that tail loads can not be oomputed from model tests. This
is due to the fact that the airplane begins to rotata as soon as the elevator begins to be ptied
up, thus relieving the load befors it oan build up. The tail load n-my ta produoe an angular
aooeleration is armdl ocmpued with that neoessmy to balance the pitohiug moment of the

.-.

-.
The method of cahmlation based on the wing pitching mom&ts and the angdar aocelera-

tion gives the tail loads closely in any maneuver where the speed, nom@ and angular aooelera-
tion, and center of graviky position are approximately lmown.

..

It seems etident from time tests that the strength of fuselage and tail surfaces on the present —

machines is excessive, and that a considerable saving in weight oan be made.
-. ---

.
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FIG. I.—A SECTION OF RUDDER BEFORE COVERING.


